
PRICING
Prices are per cover and include 1 or 2 angle pockets.

Add a Credit Card Pocket for $2.65 per cover.

Part No. Cover Size 25 50 100
7895-FXL 9 x 5 20.75 19.10 17.60
7884-FXL 8 x 4 19.60 17.95 16.45
7875-FXL 7 x 5 19.35 17.70 16.20
7864-FXL 6 x 4 18.60 16.95 14.45

 

               

OPTIONS:
Add to prices at right

Perimeter Stitching $2.00 /bk Padding $2.50 /bk
Round Corners $2.10 /bk Metal Corners   $2.25 /bk

FOIL or BLIND DEBOSSED LOGO:  
MAG Stamping Die   $65 ea.       Press Set-Up   $65 ea.
(Price includes MAG stamping die up to 24 sq. inches)

SILK SCREENED LOGO:  
Pricing is based on art submitted.  Please call for details.

    - Above prices are subject to change without notice -

Presentation is everything... 

Present your guests’ check in a beautifully crafted, customized 
cover that offers privacy, security, and style. Fully customizable 
with any combination of pockets.  

Our house selection of faux leathers is almost indistinguishable 
from genuine leather, offering a soft touch and high performance 
in a variety of colors with a matte or gloss finish.

stitched
credit card pocket

(add-on)

angled pockets

wide spine for pen

CheCk Presenters                
Faux Leather

black
FXL-BLK

burgundy
FXL-BUR

navy
FXL-NAV

royal blue
FXL-ROY

hunter green
FXL-HUN

chocolate
FXL-CHO

indian brown
FXL-IND

day tan
FXL-DAY

red
FXL-RED

natural
FXL-NAT

gloss black
FXL-GBK

gloss burgundy
FXL-GBU

gloss red
FXL-GRD

gloss navy
FXL-GNA

gloss brown
FXL-GBR

gloss cordovan
FXL-GCO

gloss merlot
FXL-GME

gloss grey
FXL-GGY



PRICING
Prices are per cover and include 1 or 2 angle pockets.

Add a Credit Card Pocket for $2.65 per cover.

Part No. Cover Size 25 50 100
7895-TRD 9 x 5 18.60 16.95 15.45
7884-TRD 8 x 4 17.90 16.25 14.75
7875-TRD 7 x 5 17.70 16.05 14.55
7864-TRD 6 x 4 17.30 15.65 14.15

 

               

OPTIONS:
Add to prices at right

Padding $2.50 /bk Metal Corners $2.25 /bk
Round Corners $2.10 /bk  

FOIL or BLIND DEBOSSED LOGO:  
MAG Stamping Die   $65 ea.       Press Set-Up   $65 ea.
(Price includes MAG stamping die up to 24 sq. inches)

SILK SCREENED LOGO:  
Pricing is based on art submitted.  Please call for details.

    - Above prices are subject to change without notice -

burgundy
LEA-BUR

navy blue
LEA-NAV

black
LEA-BLK

hunter green
LEA-HUN

basil green
LEA-BAS

royal blue
LEA-ROY

tan
LEA-TAN

sangria
LEA-SAN

dark brown
LEA-DBR

white
LEA-WHT

antique brown
LEA-ANT

red
LEA-RED

grey
LEA-GREY

light grey
LEA-LT GREY

Presentation is everything... 

Present your guests’ check in a beautifully crafted, customized 
cover that offers privacy, security, and style. Fully customizable 
with any combination of pockets.  

Our leatherette is long-lasting, washable, and affordable.

stitched
credit card pocket

(add-on)

angled pockets

wide spine for pen

CheCk Presenters                
Leatherette



PRICING
Prices are per cover and include 1 or 2 angle pockets.

Add a Credit Card Pocket for $2.65 per cover.

Part No. Cover Size 25 50 100
7895-NAT 9 x 5 20.50 18.85 17.35
7884-NAT 8 x 4 19.40 17.75 16.25
7875-NAT 7 x 5 19.10 17.50 16.00
7864-NAT 6 x 4 18.50 16.90 15.35

 

               

OPTIONS:
Add to prices at right

Padding $2.50 /bk Metal Corners $2.25 /bk
Round Corners $2.10 /bk  

FOIL or BLIND DEBOSSED LOGO:  
MAG Stamping Die   $65 ea.       Press Set-Up   $65 ea.
(Price includes MAG stamping die up to 24 sq. inches)

SILK SCREENED LOGO:  
Pricing is based on art submitted.  Please call for details.

    - Above prices are subject to change without notice -

Presentation is everything... 

Present your guests’ check in a beautifully crafted, customized 
cover that offers privacy, security, and style. Fully customizable 
with any combination of pockets. 

Roxite C Linen has a fine linen texture, yet is strong, stain 
resistant, and washable.

stitched
credit card pocket

(add-on)

angled pockets

wide spine for pen

CheCk Presenters                
Linen

tan linen
RLN-TAN

ginger linen
RLN-GIN

blue linen
RLN-BLL

blue vellum
RLN-BLU

dark grey linen
RLN-DKG

red linen
RLN-RED

burgundy vellum
RLN-BUR

brown linen
RLN-BRL

dk brown vellum
RLN-DBR

black vellum
RLN-BLV

black linen
RLN-BLK
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